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The Number Jumble

This poem is available in The Angle: https://fisherpub.sjfc.edu/angle/vol2002/iss2/10
My favorite numbers are 1, 6, and 7.
i like them any way you put them together
    For example, why don’t we make it 7, 1, and 6
It just seems so natural, doesn’t it?
    Especially in this area
we cOULD aLMOST uSE iT aS a cODE of sORTS
To let people know that this is where we are from

Numbers that I don’t like are 5 and 8
I espec   ially do n’t li   ke th em when one i s dou bled
For example, let’s make it 5, 8, and 5
    it just doesn’t work for me,
the numbers are too high, and
?Wondering what I’m talking about
Look me up in the new phone book and you’ll understand
change isn’t always a good thing